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 Abstract

 In this Note, we study some properties of Sedlaček' s C- graphs
 (see [3], [4] and [5]). In particular, we give new methods to build infi-
 nite families of C- graphs starting by a C- graph, and we study the rela-
 tionship between C-graphs and quasiperfect graphs (see [1] and [2]).

 Let G be a graph and u a vertex in G, the neighbourhood N(u ; G) of u in G is the
 subgraph induced by all vertices v which are adjacent with u.

 Following ([3]) we say that a graph is a C-graph if all of its vertices have non-iso-
 morphic neighbourhoods.

 Now, we give two methods to build a C-graph from another C-graph. In order to get

 this result, given two graphs G and G ' and a subset L of G we define G u¿G ' as the

 graph where the vertices are those in G and in G ' and the edges are those of G and G '
 and new edges from the vertices of L to all of the vertices of G '.

 Theorem 1. Let G be a connected C-graph with n vertices and let u be a vertex other
 than the vertices in G then ,

 (i) If G has a vertex v with degree n-1, G has not a vertex with degree 1 , and

 ^={Vļ,...,v^} is a subset of vertices of G such that there are not two adjacent vertices

 in L and veL, then G {m} is a C-graph with n+7 vertices and without vertices of

 degree n.
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 (ii) If G has not a vertex with degree n-1 , then G k. Jq[u } is a C-graph with n+7 verti-

 ces and with a vertex of degree n.

 Proof, (i) First of all, let observe that if G has a vertex with degree n-1, then all the

 neighbourhoods are connected, thus, in G the neighbourhoods of vertices of L are

 non- isomorphic with those not in L (because the neighbourhoods of vertices in L are

 non-connected). Since the neighbourhood of a vertex in L has two components, one with

 a point and the other one with more than a point, then two vertices in L have non-

 isomorphic neighbourhoods. Finally, the neighbourhood of m is a set of isolated points.

 Then, we deduce that all the vertices in G have non-isomorphic neighbourhoods.

 (ii) is an easy consequence of the fact that N(v ; G^g{m})=N(v ; G)*u^v . G^[u] if v*m

 and N(u ; G'jg{m})=G.

 Now it is easy to get Theorem 1 of [4] as a Corollary of Theorem 1. Moreover, we
 can get many families of C-graphs applying these methods.

 Corollary 2. (Theorem 1 of [4]). For every integer n , n^6, there exists a C-graphs
 with n vertices.

 Proof. Begining with the C-graph of six vertices (see [4]), and if we have a C-graph

 with n vertices, we apply (ii) if n is even and (i) with L a set with only one vertex if n is

 odd, in order to get a C-graph with n+ 1 vertices.

 Lemma 3. For every integer k, there exists a C-graph G and a subset of vertices in

 G, b={vv...,vk]y such that there are not two adjacent vertices in L.

 Proof. For the odd case in the proof of Corollary 2, it is possible to add a new vertex

 by increasing the maximum number of pairwise non-adjacent vertices in the C-graph so
 obtained.

 Since if two vertices have different degrees they have non-isomorphic neighbour-
 hoods, it is easy to think that there is a strong relationship between C-graphs and quasi-
 perfect graphs (those graphs containing exactly two vertices of the same degree - these
 vertices are called exceptional vertices -, see [1] and [21. The following theorem proves
 that this intuition fails absolutely.

 Theorem 4. (i) If G is a C-graph then G is nota quasiperfect graph.

 (ii) For every integer kt there exists a C-graph with minimal degree k.

 Proof, (i) It is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 in [1], that exceptional vertices in a

 quasiperfect graph have isomorphic neighbourhoods.
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 (ii) By using Lemma 3, we get a C-graph G and a subset L+{Vj,...,va} of vertices in G

 such that there are not two adjacent vertices in L. Now we alternately apply k- times (i)

 with L and (ii) of Theorem 1 to G and we get a new C-graph with minimal degree k (let

 observe that when we apply (ii) of Theorem 1 degrees of all the vertices grow by one

 unit, and when we apply (i) degrees of vertices in L grow by one unit and we get a new

 vertex of degree k , and in both operations the subset L remains with the property that

 there are not two adjacent vertices in L).

 In spite of Theorem 4, if we deal with infinite graphs, things can change. For
 instance, there exist infinite perfect graphs (graphs where all the vertices have diferent
 degrees) and, obviously, these graphs are C-graphs. Moreover, in spite of D of [5], it is
 easy to get an infinite family of infinite planar perfect graphs.
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